A. Statement of Main Result.
Fix a minimal parabolic subgroup P 0 of G . Suppose that P 0 =P 0 . If P 0 = M 0 U 0 is a Levi decomposition, then M 0 =u ,1 M 0 u for some u in the unipotent radical U 0 with u u , 1 u = 1 . Since U 0 is an extension of additive groups, its rst galois cohomology group is trivial, and there is u 0 2 U 0 with u = u 0 u 0 ,1 . Replacing M 0 by its conjugate by u 0 we may assume that the Levi subgroup M 0 is -invariant: M 0 =M 0 .
Astandard Levi subgroup is a subgroup M M 0 of G which is a Levi component of a parabolic subgroup P = P 0 M ; such P is called a standard parabolic subgroup. Notations: M G; P G . Since P has a unique Levi subgroup containing a xed minimal one, if P=P then M=M for M G . Let P be the parabolic subgroup of G opposite to P then M = P P , and let r M G bethe normalized functor of invariants de ned using P instead of P . If P = P then P = P .
The group XG of complex-valued unrami ed characters of G is naturally isomorphic to C d for some d = dG 0 , hence has a natural structure of a complex algebraic group. It acts on Irr G and RG by : 7 ! . Let X G be the group of in XG which are xed by . It is a subvariety of XG which acts on Irr G and R G . Let H G bethe Hecke algebra of locally-constant complex-valued compactly-supported measures on G . Then H G = C 1 c Gdg , where dg is a Haar measure. The automorphism acts on H G by h d g = hdg , where hg = h , 1 g . Put H G for the semi-direct product H G o . A measure h in H G de nes a linear form F h : RG ! C by F h = tr h , and F h : R G ! C by F h ;S = tr h ; here h = h S , and h is the convolution operator R G hgg . This h is of nite rank on V = V since is admissible smooth of nite length, see BZ1 , hence h is of trace class. Note that F h ;S = F h ;S if `= 1 . It is useful to note that H G is the tensor product with C over Q of the rational Hecke algebra of Q -valued measures with the above properties. A similar comment applies to H K of xB below.
Let R G = Hom Z; R G; C = Hom C e R G C ; C be the space of C -valued linear forms F on R G which are "genuine", namely satisfy F;S = F ;S for all 2 C with `= 1 . Let R G tr bethe subspace of the forms F h ; h 2 H G . A form in this subspace is called a trace form. Any trace form F is genuine and it satis es: i There exists a -invariant open compact subgroup K of G which dominates F . Namely F;S = 0 if is a G -module which has no non-zero K -xed vector, or alternatively F;S depends only on the space K of K -xed vectors in , and the restriction of S to K .
ii For any standard Levi subgroup M = M G and 2 Irr M , the function 7 ! Fi GM ; i GM is a regular function on the complex algebraic variety X M .
Denote by R G good the space of F in R G which satisfy i, ii; such forms will becalled good.
Let Main Theorem. The map : H G ! R G ; h 7 ! F h , yields an isomorphism H G ! R G good .
In the special case where`= 1 and = identity, one has R G = Hom Z RG; C = Map Irr G; C and its subspaces R G good R G tr . Put H G = H G = H G ; H G . The assertion that the map H G ! R G good is surjective, namely that R G tr = R G good , is called the trace Paley-Wiener theorem; it is the main result of BDK . It is an analogue of the classical Paley-Wiener theorem which characterizes the image of the Fourier transform. The main ingredients in extending the proof of BDK to the twisted case, where is non-trivial, are explained in F; I, x7 . As the twisted analogue requires only minor changes to the exposition of BDK , it is noted in F that there is no need to reproduce the entire proof of BDK in the twisted setting. The injectivity of the map H G ! R G implies the following density theorem. If h 2 H G satis es tr h = 0 for all in RG then all orbital integrals h = R hg ,1 g g 2 Z G n G of h at the regular elements , are zero. The density theorem is proven in Kazhdan K1; Appendix in characteristic zero, and subsequently in K2; Theorem B , in positive characteristics. The proof of K1 is global it uses the trace formula and requires non-trivial galois-cohomological constructions. The main ingredients in establishing a twisted analogue of the density theorem along the lines of the proof of K1; Appendix , are explained in F; I, x4 .
The assertion of isomorphism in the Main Theorem above combines surjectivity trace Paley-Wiener theorem and injectivity density theorem. The proof given here is due to J. Bernstein in the case of = identity. Its advantage over that of BDK is in proving injectivity simultaneously to surjectivity. The proof is purely local, using neither the trace formula nor galois cohomology, and it applies with any c haracteristic . The new tool is the theory of "d evissage unscrewing" which is applied to a certain generalization -cocenter of the category M G of the Grothendieck group K G . Thus we work with nitely generated G -modules which are not necessarily of nite length, and study their support on the variety G of in nitesimal characters. For completeness we reproduce here those parts of BDK which we need.
I wish to express my v ery deep gratitude to Joseph Bernstein for explaining his proof to me. My minor contribution is in carrying out the generalization to the twisted case, where is arbitrary. Since the present proof seems to bequite satisfactory, it is attempted here to supply all details, also in the twisted case. Further, we refer to Bernstein's fundamental lecture notes B . However, those results of B which we use can be found already in the preliminary work BD , with the exception of the "second adjointness theorem": i is left adjoint to r ; see xF.
I wish to thank J.-L. Colliot-Th el ene, Bill Jacob, Wayne Raskind and Alex Rosenberg, for an instructive and enjoyable summer school. Nato-grant CRG-921232 is gratefully acknowledged.
B. Categorical center.
A cuspidal pair is a pair M; consisting of a standard Levi subgroup M G and the equivalence class 2 Irr M of a supercuspidal irreducible M -module. Denote by G the set of all cuspidal pairs up to conjugation by G . It is the disjoint union of in nitely many sets = M; , each of which is the image of the map XM ! G; 7 ! M; =G , for some cuspidal pair M; . Each such is called a connected c omponent of G and has the natural structure of a complex a ne algebraic variety as the quotient o f X M b y a nite group. Then G = has the structure of a complex algebraic variety consisting of in nitely many connected components. Given an X -family of G -modules E de ne a function E : X ! RG by E s = E s , and a function E : X ! R G by E s = E s , where E s is the image of E s 2 RG in the quotient R G of R G by the relation ;S;S if `= 1 ; R G is the Proof. Let E bean X -family of G -modules such that = E . Then there is an open compact -invariant subgroup K of G such that E is generated by E K as a G -module. The subgroup K can bechosen to be special, and then any non-zero subquotient E 0 of E is generated by its subspace E 0 K which is non-zero by a theorem of B . Consequently it su ces to prove the lemma with nitely generated k X -families of H K -modules E K , instead of nitely generated k X -families of G -modules E .
It su ces to prove the lemma with X replaced by an irreducible component. Hence we assume that X is irreducible. Write kX for the fraction eld of k X . The H K k X -module E K is nitely generated as a k X -module; hence kX k X E K is a nite dimensional vector space over the eld kX . Over an algebraic closure kX of kX there is an H K -stable ag 0 = E Choose a basis B j ofẼ j over kX 0 . Then L 0 j = H K k X 0 B j is a nitely generated projective H K k X 0 -module, and kX 0 k X 0 L 0 j =Ẽ j . Hence End k X 0 L 0 j is a ring of matrices over k X 0 of size jB j j . Since End kX 0 Ẽj is H K kX 0 , there exists an open subset X 00 of X 0 such that End k X 00 L 00 j , where L 00 j = k X 00 k X 0 L 0 j , is equal to H K k X 00 . Hence L 00 j is an irreducible H K k X 00 -module, and L 00 j;s = C k X 00 L 00 j is an irreducible H K -module for every s in X 00 . In RG we then have E s = P j L 00 j;s for all s 2 X 00 , and so E = P j L 00 j on X 00 , where is the morphism X 00 ! X . The regular functions L 00 j are irreducible. Write j for the distinct functions among the L 00 j ; then = P j n j j for some n j 1 .
Replacing X 00 by an open subset we may assume that the j are disjoint; indeed, the set of s 2 X 00 with j s = j 0 s is closed in the Zariski topology. Denote by J the set of j such that the irreducible H K k X 00 -moduleẼ j isinvariant. Proof. There are irreducible disjoint regular functions 1 ; ; n : X ! R G and positive i n tegers a ij such that i = P j a ij j . We m a y assume that = 1 . It remains to solve in integers b 1 ; ; b n the equation
Remark. A subset A of is constructible if and only if it satis es the condition:
C For any locally closed subvariety X of there exists a dominant etale morphism : X 0 ! X such that ,1 X I ; X I = X , X A , is either empty or X 0 . Proof of Proposition. To show that disc is constructible we shall verify C for A = disc . Suppose that N; is a cuspidal pair which de nes , and let : XN ! be the morphism de ned by 7 ! N; . F or each standard Levi subgroup M G with M = M N,denote by M the regular function XN ! R M de ned by 7 ! i N M . Let X be a locally closed subvariety o f . Then by Lemma 1.1.1 there is a dominant etale morphism : X 1 ! X such that M = P j n M;j M;j , n M;j 0 and M;j :X 1 !R M are irreducible disjoint regular functions, for each such M = M G . The set X 2 of points s 2 X 1 where each G;j s lies in the subgroup of R G generated by the regular functions i GM M;k s , is ,1 X I ; X I = X , X disc . But then Corollary 1.1.2 implies that ,1 X I is empty or is X 1 . Hence X satis es C and the proposition follows.
The following Lemma will be used in the proof below of Theorem 1. If the in nitesimal character of the M -module M is represented by the cuspidal pair N; ; N M , then each constituent of the G -module i GM M is also a constituent of the G -module i GN , hence has the same in nitesimal character as .
In R G we have = i GM M , P j j , where j are the irreducible -invariant constituents of i GM M other than . Moreover, if P j ; j ; j is the triple determined by j , then j M in the order introduced in BW; XI, 2.13 . Since the map : Irr G ! G is nite to one, j lies in a xed nite set determined by = . By induction on the parameter we may assume that each j is a Z -linear combination of G -modules of the form i GM 0 0 0 , where M 0 = M 0 G ; 0 2 X M 0 , and 0 ' 0 is tempered. Hence = i GM 0 0 0 for some M 0 = M 0 G ; 0 2 X M 0 , and tempered -invariant M 0 -modules 0 . Since is -discrete, at least one M 0 in the sum equals G , and the corresponding 0 is -discrete. The lemma follows.
Proof of Theorem 1. The involution + : R G ! R G which assigns to each G -module its Hermitian contragredient + , maps Irr G to Irr G and Irr G to Irr G . It commutes with i GM for each M G , acts on XM and on the set of cuspidal pairs M; , and consequently de nes an involution + on the complex algebraic variety G which commutes with : Irr G ! G . It is clear that the action of + on the algebraic varieties XM and G is anti-holomorphic and in particular anti-algebraic.
By Lemma 1.2 each 2 disc is of the form where 2 X G and is an irreducible tempered -invariant G -module. Since is tempered it is unitary, and so + = . Hence + 2 X G . Consequently the subset disc = disc =X G of the algebraic quotient v ariety = =X G , which is constructible by Proposition 1.1, is pointwise xed by the anti-algebraic involution + . It follows that disc is nite, namely disc consists of nitely many X G -orbits, as asserted.
D. Induction. De nition. The -cocenter M A of the category M A of non-degenerate Amodules is de ned to bethe quotient of the free abelian group generated over C by the triples P; S; , where P is a projective nitely generated A -module, S 2 Aut A P thus S : P!P is a vector space automorphism with Shp = h ,1 Sp for p 2 P;h2 A; and S`= 1 , and 2 End A P , subject to the following relations: 1 P; S; P 0 ; S 0 ; 0 +P 00 ; S 0 0 ; 0 0 if 0 ! P 0 ; S 0 ; 0 ! P; S; ! P 00 ; S 0 0 ; 00 ! 0 is exact; 2 P; S; + P; S; + P; S; ; P; S; , 0 , P;S;t t P; S; ; ; 2 End A P; `= 1 ; t 2 C ; 3 If P = i P i ; P i P i and for each i there is j such that S P i =P j , then P; S; i P i ; S i ; i , where the sum ranges over the i with ji = i , and i = jP i ; S i = S j P i . W rite G for M H G . Write for M H ; it is a direct summand of G . When K is -invariant and special, K = M H K is also a direct summand of G , being the direct sum of over the K . Put ;I G = M= M 6 = G i GM M . De ne ;i to bethe quotient b y the relations 1, 2, 3 of the free abelian group generated over C by the triples P; S; P : projective nitely generated H -module, S 2 Aut H G P; 2 End H G P such that P is supported on a subvariety Y of whose image Y in the quotient v ariety = =X G is of dimension at most i . Recall that the dimension of a subvariety Y of , corresponding to a prime ideal I in the ring k , is de ned to bethe supremum of the lengths n of all nite strictly increasing chains P 0 P 1 P n of prime ideals P i in k , with P n = I . The identity induces a natural map ;i ! ;i+1 , and for all su ciently large i we have ;i = ;i+1 . De ne ;i G similarly, and note that ;i G = ;i . Note that ;0 e R C and ;0 G e R G C , where R is the subgroup of R G generated by the pairs ;S with supp . As usual, R T = R Z T for any Z -modules R and T , and e R indicates the quotient of R by the relations P;SP;S; 2 C ; = 1 . Note that ;0 G is generated by the P; S; where P is projective of nite length. Proof. i It su ces to show that the map of the theorem de nes an isomorphism ;i Q = Im ;i,1 Q! Y R k Y Q , where ;i Q is de ned to be the quotient o f the free abelian group generated by the P; S; over Q , rather than C , b y the relations 1 -3, where in 2 we take t 2 Q and = 1 . In the course of this proof only we denote ;i Q by ;i . ii The map is well-de ned. Indeed, X = supp is a subvariety of corresponding to the ideal I = Ann in the noetherian ring A = k . Let I = k I k be a minimal primary decomposition of I . The radical J k = rI k is a prime ideal. It is nitely generated since as a di erence n 1 1 ; S 1 ; 1 , n 2 2 ; S 2 ; 2 , where n k 0 are rational, k are projective nitely generated H -modules, S k 2 Aut H G k and k 2 End H G k . Suppose this di erence maps to zero by the map of the theorem. Multiplying by the denominators of n k we may assume that the n k are non-negative integers. Moreover, replacing k by n k k , or k by 0 , w e may assume that n k = 1 .
T o simplify the notations, x k= 1 or 2 , and delete it from the notations. In the notations of ii, we m a y replace ; S; by Y 0jh J j Y =J j+1 Y ; S; in ;i = Im ;i,1 . To prove injectivity i t su ces to assume that the sum ranges over a single Y . Namely we may assume that is a sum of nitely many modules, denoted again by to simplify the notations, and these are supported on Y = Y with dim Y = i , and J Y = 0 .
As in the proof of Lemma 1.1.1, we x a special open compact -invariant subgroup K of G such that is generated by K as a G -module, and we w ork with the H K -module K .
As there, there is a nite etale dominant morphism Y 0 ! Y such that the H K kY 0 -module kY 0 k Y K is completely reducible. Let 0 = E 0 0 E 0 1 E 0 r be a composition series; the quotients E`= E 0`= E 0`, 1 are irreducible H K -modules over kY 0 .
In each E`we can nd a lattice L` nitely generated projective H K k Y -module with kY 0 k Y L`= E` which is generically irreducible. Since the endomorphism commutes with H K , it maps each E 0`t o itself, and induces an endomorphism, denoted `, on E`. The lattice L`can, and will, bechosen to satisfy `L` L`. By induction we may and will choose the E 0`t o have the property that there are 1 `1 2 t = r such that S E 0 s =E 0 s and E`s +1 = E 0`s +1 =E 0`s is the direct sum of the orbit of E`s +1 = E 0`s +1 =E 0`s under the action of S , and`s +1 ,`s is the length of the orbit. Denote by S`s +1 the restriction of S to E`s +1 when`s +1 =`s + 1 i.e. E 0`s +1 is invariant under S . We may and will choose the lattice L`to be invariant under S`if S`is de ned `=`s +1 =`s+ 1 .
Returning to the original notations undeleting k , we conclude that there are nitely many generically irreducible H K -modules L k`, suppported on Y = Y;dim Y = i with J Y = Ann L k`; k , and S k`2 Aut H K L k`, and k`2 End H K L k`, such that k ; S k ; k L k`; S k`; k` in ;i = Im ;i+1 k = 1 ; 2:
T o prove injectivity we assume that `E 1`; S 1 ; 1 = E 2 ; S 2 ; 2 , where E k`= kY k Y L k`. Since the E k`a re all irreducible, the existence and uniqueness of the Jordan-Holder composition series implies that up to reordering indices we h a v e E 1 ; S 1 ; 1 = E 2 ; S 2 ; 2 for all`. But L 1`a nd L 2`a re both lattices in the same vector space E k`. Their intersection L 1` L 2`i s a lattice, and the quotient L k`= L 1` L 2ì s supported on a lower dimensional variety. Hence in ;i = Im ;i,1 we have k ; S k ; k = L 1 L 2 ; S 1 ; 1 for both k = 1 and k = 2 , as required.
Corollary 3.1. The map e R G C ! G= Im ;I G , induced by the natural map R G ! K G and K G ! G by P;S7 ! P; S; id , is surjective. Proof. Let 
If L E are algebraically closed, and : Z K ! E is the composition of : Z K ! L and L , ! E , then R L ! R E . Indeed, any irreducible H K -module over L is absolutely irreducible, namely it stays irreducible after tensorring with E over L . On the other hand, given an irreducible in R E with a basis B as a vector space over E , it is obtained from H K B Q L in R L on tensorring with E over L . Here H K is the Hecke algebra over Q associated with K . Note that any element o f R L lies in R 0L 0 for some nite extension L 0 of L in L .
In view of these commments we have the natural inclusions Let M A resp. M A be the category of non-degenerate A -modules resp. Amodules. An A -module is a pair P;S consisting of an A -module P and an element S in the set Aut A P of vector space automorphisms S : P!P of order`which satisfy Sap = , 1 a S p a 2 A; p 2 P ; acts on P via S .
The cocenter M A of the category M A is the quotient of the free abelian group generated over C by the pairs P; consisting of a projective nitely generated A -module P and 2 End A P , by the relations 1 P; P 0 ; 0 + P 00 ; 0 0 if 0 ! P 0 ; 0 ! P; !P 00 ; 00 ! 0 is exact; 2 P; + P; + P; ; P; P; ; P;t tP; t 2 C; ; 2 End A P .
Similarly M A is the quotient of the Grothendieck group of pairs P; of a projective nitely generated A -module P and 2 End A P , b y the analogous relations. The -cocenter M A has already been de ned in xE; it coincides with M A when = identity. If P is projective then there is a nitely generated A -module Q such that P Q is free. De ne Q to be the vector space Q on which a 2 A acts by ,1 a . Put Q = Q Q , 1 Q: Then Aut A Q is non-empty, and we de ne tr P to be tr PPQ 0 0 ; it is independent of the choice of Q . To prove injectivity , given 2 End A P with tr P 2 h ,1 ba , abi we need to exhibit ; 2End A P with = , .If tr P = P i ,1 b i a i , a i b i , let P 1 be a free A -module with basis fe i g , and ; 2End A P 1 endomorphisms with e i =a i e i ; e i = b i e i . Then tr P 1 , = P i a i b i , , 1 b i a i , and tr PP 1 , = 0 . Consequently, we may assume that tr P = P i ii is zero on replacing P; by P P 1 ; 0 . Again we need to present an A -module P 1 with -action and ; 2End A P 1 such that P; P 1 ; , in M A . By 1 it su ces to take P 1 free on a basis e 1 ; e 2 , and assume that i e 1 = be 2 ; e 2 = ae 1 ; or:
ii e 1 = ae 1 ; e 2 = , ae 2 . In the rst case i, take with e 1 =e 1 ; e 2 = 0 , and with e 1 =be 2 ; e 2 = , ae 1 ; then , e 1 =be 2 ; , e 2 =ae 1 . In the second case ii, take ; with e 1 =e 2 ; e 2 = e 1 ; e 1 = e 2 ; e 2 = a + 1 e 1 . Then , e 1 = a + 1 e 1 , e 1 = ae 1 ; , e 2 =e 2 , a+ 1 e 2 = , ae 2 , as required. Since M H G is generated by the P; S; , where P is a projective module, we may assume that P is projective. Then Ext i P; = i;0 Hom P; . Note that P K = C c G=K is a projective generator of the category M H K . Namely each projective module P in M H K is a direct summand of P K . Extend by 0 to P K ; then 2 End P K , and tr = tr K = tr ; K = Hom K 11 K ; j K = Hom G i GK 11 K ; = Hom P K ; For any subset X of R G denote by R X good and R X trace the spaces of restrictions of elements of R G good and of R G trace to X . The corresponding forms will be called good or trace forms on X . Put R G disc good for R disc G good .
Proposition 5.1. The map : H G ! R G disc good is surjective. Proof. By Theorem 1, for every connected component of G the variety disc is a nite union of X G -orbits. Since an element o f R G good is supported only on nitely many groups R , it su ces to show that for any nite union X of X G -orbits in the map : H G ! R X good is onto. If X G is nite then X is a nite set. Then the restriction to X of any linear form F : R G ! C is a trace form, and in particular R X trace = R X good . Indeed, the twisted characters of irreducible -invariant G -modules are linearly independent functionals on H G .
In general X has the natural structure of an algebraic variety, as the union of nitely many X G -orbits. By de nition of good forms we have R X trace R X good k X ; where k X is the algebra of regular functions on X .
Choose a -invariant cocompact lattice in the center Z of G . Put X = Hom ; C , and Y = X for the subgroup of -invariant characters. Then Y is an a ne algebraic variety. The restriction map X G ! Y is a nite epimorphism of algebraic groups. Denote by ! the central character of 2 Irr G ; consider the map Irr G ! Y ;7 ! ! j . Its restriction X ! Y to X is a nite X G -equivariant submersive morphism of algebraic varieties. Hence k X is a nitely generated k Ymodule. Note that R g = R X good is a k Y -submodule of k X , where k Y acts by H. Density theorem.
The following is a twisted generalization of the density theorem of K1, Appendix .
Theorem 6. The map : H G ! R G trace = R G good of Theorem 5 is injective.
This can be phrased as follows. Given h 2 H G with tr h = 0 for all ; 2 Irr G , then h lies in the span H G ; H G ,1 of h 1 h 2 , h 2 h 1 h 1 ; h 2 2 H G . Here h = R G g hg is a trace class operator. We claim that it su ces to prove the theorem under the assumption that X G is nite. Indeed, let ! beacharacter of the center Z of G . By a standard reduction step we m a y w ork with the Hecke algebra of functions h which transform under Z by ! ,1 and are compactly supported modulo Z , and forms on the Grothendieck group of G -modules which transform under Z via ! . For 2 Irr G with central character ! , we have ! = ! . Multiplying by a -invariant unrami ed character we may assume that ! is trivial on a -stable lattice of nite index in Z . Replacing G by G= we m a y assume that X G is nite.
Suppose then that X G is nite. Proof. We should show that each G -module X has a projective resolution of length d 0 .
1 We proceed to construct the standard resolution of the trivial G -module C on using the theory of buildings see Tits T . Recall that the building B = BG associated with the group G is a C W-complex equipped with an action of G on B . It has the following properties. 2 Let X be a G-module. Consider the complex C X = fC i C Xg . Clearly this is a resolution of the G -module X of length d 0 ; we need to check that it is projective. Then let P be a projective G -module. We h a v e to show that P C X is also projective. Remark. The standard resolution C X constructed above is not nitely generated in general, even when X is irreducible. If X is nitely generated then one can construct a resolution 0 ! P d 0 ! P d 0 ,1 ! ! P 0 ! X ! 0 in which all P i are nitely generated and P d 0 ,1 ; P d 0 , 2 ; ; P 0 are projective. The Theorem implies that P d 0 is also projective.
